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Dear Simon 
 
2021/2373/OTA | Application for outline planning permission with all matters reserved for 
a mixed use regeneration proposal including; upto 182 dwellings (use class C3), a hotel 
(use class C1), commercial and community provision (use classes E, F1 and F2), primary 
school (use class F1), an outdoor lido (use class F2), public open space/parkland and 
associated infrastructure. | Saxonvale Frome  

Frome Town Council facilitated a public engagement meeting on 2 December, where 
representatives of Mayday Saxonvale and the development team presented their proposals. 
The meeting was attended by 130 people, 30 in person and 100 virtually via zoom. The 
feedback from that meeting was overwhelming support for the proposals.  

At the time of writing 840 comments have been received - Objections: 6 Supporting: 832. 
This amount of public support is unprecedent in Frome and demonstrates that there is a desire 
to see community led and non-profit approach to development in Frome. 

Frome Town Council fully supports this application based on the information provided for the 
outline application.  There is a lot to be very positive about here and we applaud the effort that 
has gone into this and the ‘no profit’ aims for the development. It’s refreshing and rewarding 
to see a scheme that prioritises low density and affordable housing, workspaces for small to 
medium businesses, community areas and facilities, green spaces, the inclusion of a school 
and the social housing/tiny homes. 
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We fully support the amount of employment space proposed. This would contribute to 
meeting the clearly identified need to accommodate the expansion of existing Frome-based 
businesses, as well as providing floorspace for new start-ups. Given the town’s long-standing 
employment deficit, job creation is a priority. The town centre is the best destination for an 
increased working population to build their businesses and reinforce the existing retail and 
hospitality economy. 
 
We also fully support and applaud the economic manifesto, which lays down some principles 
by which the development will proceed and underpins their proposals.   
 
In summary, those principles include: 
 
• Enabling residents to find what they need for daily living on their doorstep 
• Supporting local purchasing 
• Providing security of tenure to enable enterprises and other occupiers to grow 
• Providing space for innovation 
• Promoting a circular economy 
• Promoting fairness and inclusivity including community ownership of assets  
  
All of which are designed to secure economic, social and environmental resilience. 
Many of these principles chime with those in FTC’s strategy published in 2019 including our 
commitment to creating: 
 
• A positive and inclusive town where no-one gets left behind 
• A thriving and resilient community and local economy 
• A town that actively encourages local people to participate in and feel ownership over 

ideas, spaces and assets 
• A town which embraces innovation 
 
The provisional amount of 182 housing units is below the minimum of 250 units set out in 
Policy FR1 of Local Plan Part 2. In our view this is fully justified to prioritise commercial and 
community uses in the town centre location. It also sets aside land for the proposed relocation 
of St Johns School to part of the Saxonvale site. We consider it to be a reasonable and 
sustainable amount of housing within the overall scheme.  The vacated school site could then 
make up the shortfall.  
 
We support the proposed change from two-way to one way on Vicarage Street which is an 
improvement, we would also welcome the opportunity to enhance pedestrian safety by 
widening the footpath and the creation of a cycle lane.  
 
We acknowledge that King Street and Church Street are outside the development boundary, 
but they have been referred to in the assessment of current infrastructure, stating that the  
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footpaths are inadequate. There is an opportunity here to impose further traffic restrictions to 
make these roads safer for pedestrians.  
 
We would want to see the response from SCC Highways before committing to a view on the 
traffic impacts of the site, however it is noted that traffic generated by the proposed school 
does not appear to have been included with the trip calculations. The travel assessment does 
outline the traffic benefits of moving the school to the new site and reasonably suggests that 
the impact on the A362 is reduced, but this does need to be demonstrated.  
 
In discussions with the applicants, we have expressed some concern about how the provision 
of the Lido and open spaces and how they will be managed and maintained.  However, this is 
something that can be discussed further during the reserved matters stage.   
 
We note the proposals for the Western Warehouse and should mention that Frome Town 
Council are currently looking at alternative community use proposals for this site and would 
prefer to see the area in front of the Western Warehouse opened up more, by removing the 
Engineers Proscenium and Drawing Room. 
 
The provision of a bridge across to Willow Vale or other suitable location, that links up with 
the existing cycle path network and the town centre is an essential part of this development. 
Whilst a bridge is mentioned in the S106 Heads of Terms, we would want to see more detail 
about the feasibility of a bridge at this stage.  

 

Your Sincerely  

 

Jane Llewellyn 

Planning and Development Manager  

 

 


